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Pattern One 
Pom Pom With Crochet Loop – Instructions
 

1.  Follow template A and cut out two circles in cardboard that measure 8.5cm in diameter.  
In the centre of each circle cut out a 2.5cm diameter hole. These will be your Pom Pom guides. 

2.  Place the circular guides together. Pull the yarn through the centre of the guides and hold in place with one hand. 

3.  With your other hand begin to wrap the yarn around your guide evenly. Continue to wrap until your guide  
is covered and the central hole is almost filled. It’s important to note that the more you wrap the guide the thicker  
the pom pom will be. 

4. Cut the end of yarn leaving an excess of 5cm. 

5. Holding the wrapped yarn in place, cut the wrapped yarn around the edge of the guides.

6.  Using your free hand, thread a strand of yarn around the centre between the guides and tie a tight double knot 
leaving 50cm excess length on each side.

7. Remove the circular guides.

8. Put the excess lengths of yarns together to double the yarn.

9. Create a slip knot as close to the pom pom as you can and insert your crochet hook.

10. Chain 21 stitches.

11. Insert your hook back into the middle of the next stitch from your hook.

12.  Wrap the yarn around your crochet hook then scoop the yarn with the notch in your hook back through  
the middle of your stitch. There should be two loops on your hook.

13.  Loop the yarn back around your hook and pull it through both loops at the same time. Now there will  
only be one loop on your hook. This has created a single crochet stitch (abbreviated to S/C).

14.    Continue steps 11 to 13 another nineteen times (This would be abbreviated to S/C 19)

15.  You should now have reached the end of your chain row.

16.  Bend the other end of your crochet length around to meet your hook, creating a loop.

17.  Insert you hook into a stitch at the end of your crochet length and S/C 1 to join both ends together.

18.  Cut the end of yarn leaving a 10cm excess and pull through the loop on your hook to secure the stitch.

19.  Sew the loose end through the centre of your pom pom a couple of times and then cut away any excess lengths.

20.    This is your finished pom pom with crochet loop.
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Pattern Two 
Tassel Large With Crochet Loop – Instructions
 

1. Follow template B and cut the guide that you will use to make your tassel.

2.  Once you have picked the guide size and cut it out you can begin to wrap the yarn around your base until it is 
covered. It’s important to note that the more you wrap the guide the thicker the tassel will be.

3. Cut the yarn leaving an excess of 50cm.

4. At one end thread the excess yarn between the cardboard wrapped yarn and cardboard base.

5. Repeat step 4 three times to secure and pull tight.

6. Cut the wrapped yarn at the opposite end to the secured to release and remove the guide.

7.  Keeping the secured middle in place fold in half to create the tassel shape and hold in place with your hand leaving 
3cm between your hand and top of folded tassel.

8. Cut the single end of yarn leaving an excess of 30cm.

9.  Using a darning needle take the single end to the base of the wrapping, whilst holding it in place with your free hand 
and push up through the middle pulling the yarn out through the top of the tassel loop. 

10. Create a slip knot as close to the top of the tassel as possible and insert crochet hook.

11. Chain 18

12.  Create the loop by inserting your hook back into the middle of the first chain stitch closest to the tassel. Wrap the 
yarn around your crochet hook then scoop the yarn with the notch in your hook back through the middle of your 
stitch. There should be two loops on your hook.

13.  Loop the yarn back around your hook and pull it through both loops at the same time. Now there will only be one 
loop on your hook. This has created a single crochet stitch (abbreviated to S/C).

14. Pull the single end through to secure stitch.

15. Sew in loose end with a darning needle and cut away excess.

16. This is your finished tassel with crochet loop.
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Pattern Three 
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Pattern Three 
Tassel Tassle Adult & Kid – Instructions
 

1. Follow template B (large) or C (mini) and cut the guide that you will use to make your tassel.

2.  Once you have picked the guide size and cut it out you can begin to wrap the yarn around your base until it is 
covered. It’s important to note that the more you wrap the guide the thicker the tassel will be.

3. Cut the yarn leaving an excess of 50cm.

4. At one end thread the excess yarn between the cardboard wrapped yarn and cardboard base.

5. Repeat step 4 three times to secure and pull tight.

6. Cut the wrapped yarn at the opposite end to the secured to release and remove the guide.

7.  Keeping the secured middle in place fold in half to create the tassel shape and hold in place with your hand leaving 
3cm between your hand and top of folded tassel.

8. Cut the single end of yarn leaving an excess of 30cm.

9.  Using a darning needle take the single end to the base of the wrapping, whilst holding it in place with your free hand 
and push up through the middle pulling the yarn out through the top of the tassel loop. 

10. Create a slip knot as close to the top of the tassel as possible and insert crochet hook.

11. Chain 18

12.  Create the loop by inserting your hook back into the middle of the first chain stitch closest to the tassel. Wrap the 
yarn around your crochet hook then scoop the yarn with the notch in your hook back through the middle of your 
stitch. There should be two loops on your hook.

13.  Loop the yarn back around your hook and pull it through both loops at the same time. Now there will only be one 
loop on your hook. This has created a single crochet stitch (abbreviated to S/C).

14. Pull the single end through to secure stitch.

15. Sew in loose end with a darning needle and cut away excess.

16. This is your finished tassel with crochet loop.
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Pattern Four 
Tassel With Crochet Loop – Instructions
 

1. Follow template C (mini) and cut out this as a guide that you will use to make your tassel.

2.  Once cut out you can begin to wrap the yarn around your guide until it is covered. It’s important to note that the 
more you wrap the guide the thicker the tassel will be.

3. Cut the yarn leaving an excess of 30cm.

4. At one end thread the excess yarn between the cardboard wrapped yarn and cardboard base.

5. Repeat step 4 three times to secure and pull tight.

6. Cut the wrapped yarn at the opposite end to the secured to release and remove the guide.

7.  Keeping the secured middle in place fold in half to create the tassel shape and hold in place with your hand leaving 
3cm between your hand and top of folded tassel.

8. Cut the single end of yarn leaving an excess of 50cm

9.  Using a darning needle take the single end to the base of the wrapping, whilst holding it in place with your free hand 
and push up through the middle pulling the yarn out through the top of the tassel loop. 

10. Create a slip knot as close to the top of the tassel as possible and insert crochet hook.

11.  Chain 15

12.  Insert into middle of stitch 9cm from hook.

13.  Create a loop by inserting your hook back into the middle of the first chain stitch closest to the tassel. Wrap the yarn 
around your crochet hook then scoop the yarn with the notch in your hook back through the middle of your stitch. 
There should be two loops on your hook.

14.  Loop the yarn back around your hook and pull it through both loops at the same time. Now there will only be one 
loop on your hook. This has created a single crochet stitch (abbreviated to S/C).

15.  S/C 7 until you reach the top of the tassel. 

16.  Pull excess yarn through final stitch to secure and sew the loose end through the centre of your tassel a couple of 
times and then cut away the excess lengths.

17.	 This	is	your	finished	tassel	with	crochet	length	and	loop.
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Crochet Ring With Loop – Visual



Pattern Five 
Crochet Ring With Loop – Instructions
 

1. Chain 14.

2. Slip stitch to join create a closed circle. 

3. S/C 14. 

4. S/C 2 into next stitch. 

5. S/C 2 then S/C 2 into next stitch (repeat 6 times).

6. S/C 1 then chain 9. 

7. Slip stitch to join to main circle in the next stitch after the chain. 

8. Chain 1. 

9. Turn and insert hook into the back of the next stitch on the chain loop and S/C 1. 

10.  Continue S/C 10 into the back of the chain loop stitches. 

11.  Cut yarn and pull through the final stitch to secure.

12.  Tie in loose ends and cut.

13. This is your finished crochet ring with loop.


